
Case 63, Port Tack Approach
Overview

Case 63: At a mark, when space is made available to a boat that is not entitled to it, she 
may, at her own risk, take advantage of the space. 

The scenarios described below stem from the following evidence:

1. Red and Blue are approaching a windward mark to be left to port.
2. Both boats are approaching on port tack.
3. Blue is clear ahead at the zone.
4. Blue sails below a direct line to the mark.
5. Red is overtaking and attempts to do so to the windward side of Blue.
7. At some indeterminate point, there is contact.
8. Red contests Blue’s protest.

Because Red has contested Blue’s protest, by our Handbook the Race Director must 
act as the protest committee. The purpose of this document is to aid the Race Director 
in deciding the outcome. It was produced with the aid of John Ball, a retired ISAF Senior 
Judge. It was done because extensive Internet search and review of the ISAF Case 
Book produced little that was applicable in this situation.

The scenarios enumerate the likely points at which Blue and Red might make contact or 
have to take evasive action leading to a valid protest. These are numbered E1 through 
E9, where “E” stands for “Encounter.”



Scenarios

E1:  Red breaks Rule 18 2 b and Rule 14. Red has fouled Blue and Blue has committed 
no foul.

E2: Red breaks Rule 18 2 b. If contact occurs while boats are holding course, Red 
breaks Rule 14. If contact results from Blue heading up below head to wind, Blue is 
exonerated from Rule 16.1 violation by Rule 21 and exonerated from Rule 14 violation 
by Rule 14 a and b. Red has fouled Blue and Blue has committed no foul.



E3: There is no foul, and no chance of contact.



E4: Rule 18 shuts off when Blue passes head to wind (begins to tack). Blue breaks Rule 
13. If there is contact, Blue breaks Rule 14. Blue has fouled Red, and Red has 
committed no foul.

If Blue does not tack, even though she is the ROW boat, Red is not obligated to allow 
allow to tack (Case 15). The best Blue can do is force Red up to head to wind.



E5: There is no foul.

E6: If Red contacts Blue before starting to tack, Red has broken Rule 10. If Red 
contacts after starting to tack, Red has broken Rule 13. If contact results from Blue 
refusing to bear away, Blue has broken Rule 14 but is exonerated by Rule 14 a b. In 
each case Red has fouled Blue and Blue has committed no foul.



E7: There is no foul.

E8: Red has broken Rule 18.3 and fouled Blue.

E9: Red has broken Rule 18.3 and fouled Blue. Blue has broken rule 11 but is 
exonerated by Rule 21. Red has fouled Blue and Blue has committed no foul.



Observations

Of the nine possible encounters, three (E3, E5 and E7) do not involve possible contact 
or foul. Of the remaining six in which contact is possible, five involve fouls by Red with 
no foul by Blue, and one involves a foul by Blue with no foul by Red.

The criteria used to resolve encounters (head to wind, close-hauled, etc.) are difficult to 
apply on our pond owing to sight lines and shifty winds. It may be the case that the only 
criteria can be applied is the five to one ratio stated above, in which case Red should be 
scored DSQ.

It is clear that Rule 18 is strongly biased against tacking in the zone. If the wind is out of 
the South and tending Easterly, selecting a course whose windward mark is at the 
Southwest corner and to be left to port strongly favors a port tack approach and tack to 
starboard inside the zone (Red in the diagram). Although starboard-side roundings have 
their own problems, the Blue course may lead to cleaner racing overall.


